
Kiss the Wave

Wolves At The Gate

I see the wind and water shifting at the change of the tide
I hear the call "Abandon ship!" as all the torrents collide
As we are sailing into darkness
Singing lullabies eyes closed I rest as I kiss the wave
    
The sea is shaking and it threatens to drown
You feel the violence as the waves pull you down
Don't you think it's time for giving up hope
Barely holding to the end of a rope?
    
Listen up, all is lost, left and gone! Abandon ship!
Listen up, all is lost, left and gone! Abandon ship!
    
I see the wind and water shifting at the change of the tide
I hear the call "Abandon ship!" as all the torrents collide
As we are sailing into darkness
Singing lullabies eyes closed I rest as I kiss the wave
    

Can't you feel the bones are fractured and worn?
The hull is battered and the sails are all torn
It's taking water as the oceans arise
The ship is sinking and it's gonna capsize
    
Listen up, all is lost, left and gone!
    
I see the wind and water shifting at the change of the tide
I hear the call "Abandon ship!" as all the torrents collide
As we are sailing into darkness
Singing lullabies eyes closed I rest as I kiss the wave
    
Catch me singing in the eye of the storm
I rest as I kiss the wave
    

As I slip below the tide
I fear the dark is closing on either side
But still every twist and turn is slowly leading the way
As I am holding on to hope of a love that won't fade away
Still I face the great divide
I feel that death is closing on either side
But still every twist and turn is slowly leading the way
As I am holding on to hope of a love that won't fade away
Still I face the great divide
I feel that death is closing on either side
But still every twist and turn is slowly leading the way
As I am holding on to hope of a love that won't fade away
    
The waters explode
Thrash and shake
Drag me down
Spit me out
Spit me out
    
I see the wind and water shifting at the change of the tide
I hear the call "Abandon ship!" as all the torrents collide
As we are sailing into darkness
Singing lullabies eyes closed I rest as I kiss the wave
    



As You hold me in the eye of the storm
I rest as I kiss the wave
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